Jackson Underserved Math Program (JUMP)

Give middle school students the individual attention they need to succeed with JUMP! Volunteers are matched with a math class at Stonewall Jackson Middle School and work specifically with students who are having trouble in math. Our volunteers help these students understand concepts, reinforce learning, and pass their end of the year exams. You will be expected to volunteer one to two hours per week, and work with two to three students per visit on average. Volunteers are needed Monday through Friday from 9:30-4:00.

Jackson Underserved Math Program (JUMP) is a partnership with the UCF Honors Educational Reach Out (HERO) Program. HERO is a program that is open to all UCF students. For more information about how to get involved, email the HERO Coordinator at hero@ucf.edu or stop by the Burnett Honors College room 107.